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At this moment, the immortal old man on the top of the mountain burst out with a strong momentum. 

 

The clouds in the sky are surging! 

 

Like the dragon and Phoenix dancing! 

 

There are even some space cracks. 

 

It can be seen that the strength of the old man is terrible! 

 

One word determines heaven and earth, one word breaks mountains and rivers! Only the strong in 

legend can do it! 

 

For a long time, the immortal old man lamented that he was no longer powerful. He glanced at Ye Chen 

who was breaking through the barrier in the picture above his head and murmured: "the land of Lingwu 

has not been the land of Lingwu in those years. Now its power is so complicated that even we can't 

control it." 

 

"If we were still in power a thousand years ago, we might have the right to speak in Lingwu." 

 

"It's just that we don't ask about power for a long time now. This world will be left to those young 

people." 

 

Another old man also stood up at this time, picked up the wine pot and took a sip. Part of the liquor was 

stained on his beard and sighed: "that boy Ren doesn't know where he went At that time, he was born, 

but he suppressed all the families in Lingwu land! " 



 

"Even our two peak periods are not necessarily the young opponent of the revival of the star pulse and 

demonization!" 

 

"It's a pity that this boy is not interested in Lingwu land If he is in charge, there are five regions in Lingwu 

mainland! Ten thousand beasts submit, and the way of heaven is afraid 

 

"I'm still a nightmare in the peak battle of Lingwu. Even the ancestors of Shenlong family and Shenglong 

family are trampled on by this boy!" 

 

The voice of the old man trembled, as if the picture had been vividly visible. 

 

For a long time, he sighed: "forget it, it has been so many years, Ren Xiaozi does not know whether he 

will come back, I always have a hunch that he will appear in front of us, maybe tomorrow, maybe a 

hundred years." 

 

"Let's not mention the past. Let's talk about ye Chen." 

 

"This boy, I've been paying attention to him. Since the meteorite fell to kunlunxu, his grandfather used 

his own Shouyuan layout." 

 

"The old guy doesn't care about the position of the head of the xuye family in Kunlun, and doesn't care 

about life and death. He just hopes that what he guesses in his mind is correct." 

 

"I tried to save him many times, but they were refused." 

 

"Because the miracle of the awakening of the blood of the first generation is the sacrifice of Shouyuan of 

a generation." 

 

"Fortunately, this boy is striving for success. Now it seems that the old guy is right. Ye Chen or out of the 

Kunlun Xu, toward the secret in close. Five roads up, and when he crosses the kingdom of God and king, 

there will be a big earthquake in Lingwu 



 

"Oh? Are you so confident in this boy? " A trace of interest came from xianfengdaogu, "but he comes 

from a low martial world. His starting point is too much behind others. Even if his blood is against the 

sky, it is still too late. What's more, this son's heart of killing is too heavy. How long has he been in 

Lingwu, he has made so many enemies that he is not as likely to cause trouble as he is. " 

 

Hearing this, the old man beside him took another sip of wine and said happily, "don't you find that the 

breath on this boy's body is very strange?" 

 

The immortal old man was stunned and suddenly thought of something. His eyes were directed at Ye 

Chen in the picture, and then he was shocked fiercely. 

 

"The evil spirit in this son is so pure Is He will also walk on the road of Jiuyou into the devil If this is the 

case, I don't know whether it is the blessing of Lingwu land or the nightmare of Lingwu land! " 

 

"No! If this son finally falls into the devil's road, I must kill it completely in the cradle before this! " 

 

Quotations, the old man suddenly sat cross legged, eyes closed, and a heaven and earth road plate flew 

out of his sleeve. 

 

The track plate rotates and is suspended in the air. 

 

The old man fiercely forced out a drop of blood essence, which immediately shot on the heaven and 

earth road plate. 

 

The ancient words on the tablet appear on the spot, and then rotate quickly! 

 

In an instant, the sky was covered with dark clouds! 

 

The old drinker turned pale when he saw this picture. 

 

He knows what the technique is! 



 

Break the law of heaven! 

 

Now ye Chen rushes into the forbidden area of the soul clan. If the power of heaven comes to him! 

 

Although you can let the old man know ye Chen's future fate, but this will seriously hurt Ye Chen! 

 

My friends are so impulsive! 

 

Even if you hate the demon people, there is no need to impose on Ye Chen's body! 

 

He tried to stop it, only to find it impossible. 

 

The heaven and earth road plate rotates, suddenly a multicolored light shoots to Ye Chen in the picture! 

 

All of a sudden, the ten thousand year soul dragon array is dazzling! 

 

The old man was so scared that all the wine pots in his hands fell on the ground! 

 

If he had known this, he would not have told this person about ye Chen! 

 

This is very likely to cause indelible damage to Ye Chen's foundation! 

 

More importantly, ye Chen can't bear the strength of his friends! 

 

At the time when the old man is worried, the change is protruding! 

 

The heaven and earth road plate shakes violently! 

 



Then, the next second, "pa!" , the priceless heaven and earth road plate is even directly broken!All the 

clouds in the sky are gone! 

 

Clear sky! 

 

The old caster spits out blood! 

 

Very embarrassed! 

 

He stood up hard, staring at Ye Chen in the picture, surprised: "how possible! This son unexpectedly has 

a very strong strength to protect himself! The key is not under me! Even the way of heaven is not 

qualified to touch it! " 

 

"He His fate is not in the three realms! Nobody's in control 

 

How can the old man not be shocked! 

 

His cultivation is almost at the peak of Lingwu land! 

 

Anyone in his eyes is a real mole ant! 

 

Ye Chen's spiritual state, even if he has the blood against heaven, can't block his inspection! 

 

Another old man breathed a long sigh when he saw this picture, and the doubts on his face were also 

lingering for a long time. 

 

He thought he was in control of this kid! 

 

Now it seems that his understanding of this boy is just the tip of the iceberg! 

 



It looks like it's time to find that kid again. 

 

At the beginning, the word "space tunnel" was just a kind suggestion from the elders. 

 

Now, it's time for him to show the boy some real solutions. 

 

The old man wanted to know everything. He picked up the wine pot on the ground and went back to the 

seat on the chessboard. He said, "old man, keep playing chess. This is not easy." 

 

The injured old man took a deep look at Ye Chen, his eyes were extremely complicated, or he returned 

to his position. 

 

A white boy fell leisurely. 

 

"Go on, I'd like to see how the boy who prevents me from checking can break the array of the soul clan!" 

 

"I hope the boy doesn't die in this formation, hum!" 

 

The old man was obviously angry. 

 

He is in the land of Lingwu. 

 

Even if the head of the holy dragon family and the dragon family saw him, he should be treated with 

care. 

 

As a result, he was scarred by a boy in a state of mind! 

 

If spread out, he is bound to be ridiculed by countless people! 
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At the same time, above the soul loft. 

 

Lingyun xianzun, Beigong Hongtian, and even Qiqi, the ancestor of the soul clan, spewed out a mouthful 

of blood essence. 

 

Ye Chen can resist the power of the old man, does not mean that the three of them can stop it! 

 

Lingyun xianzun's face was pale. He stood up fiercely and exclaimed, "there are still strong people here! 

What kind of power was that just now? I didn't know it at all 

 

Her back was drenched. 

 

Looking at the ancestor of the soul clan, she said coldly, "this is your territory. Have you come to the 

soul hall? Why do you do it to us? " 

 

The soul clan old man was stunned and immediately shook his head fiercely: "Lingyun xianzun, are you 

kidding? I'm more seriously injured than you two. How can I fight myself?" 

 

"What's more, although I've already passed the news to the Lord of the soul hall, it's impossible for the 

people in the soul hall to arrive so soon! Not even to us 

 

"I I don't know what the situation is. " 

 

With that, the soul clan old man spits out a mouthful of blood. 

 

He was already hurt, and now he's even worse. 

 

Lingyun xianzun just put away the anger in his heart. As a high-ranking immortal Zun, he was 

inexplicably injured. How could he not be angry. 



 

As for Beigong Hongtian, she ignored it directly! 

 

Although the Beigong family has some strength in this area, it is not qualified to treat her like this! 

 

What's more, she had known for a long time that Beigong Hongtian was the head of the family, but the 

one who really controlled the Beigong family was the supreme elder! 

 

The air was silent. 

 

Each of the three took out the pills and took them directly. Later, they began to heal with exercise. 

 

I don't know how long it took, the talents opened their eyes, and their eyes fell on Ye Chen in the 

picture. 

 

"The little beast is not dead. If he died, I would not be hurt today! It won't damage the foundation! " 

 

Obviously, Lingyun transfers all the anger in her heart to Ye Chen's body! 

 

…… 

 

At the same time, in the array. 

 

Ye Chen naturally felt the light that suddenly appeared in the array. 

 

Although he did not know the origin of the light, but for a moment, he found that his back was wet. 

 

This is an extreme danger. 

 



Fortunately, the light soon dissipated. 

 

He vaguely found that in the depth of the samsara cemetery, there was a change in the stone pillars. 

 

The change seems to be tinged with anger. 

 

But at the moment, ye Chen has no time to care about these things. He slowly falls down and looks at 

the power of destroying the curtain of heaven and gently exhales a breath. 

 

Destroy the curtain of heaven! 

 

It is composed of the road of destruction, the most powerful force of attack and death in the world! 

 

At the next moment, ye Chen's hands produced countless forces of extinction and immortality. The 

forces of the two tracks merged into the curtain of destruction at the same time. Countless waves of 

light flowed, and the totem of Tao was empty. In an instant, the destruction of the sky was more than 

ten times as large! 

 

Just like a huge mirror, the cover is pressed down! 

 

Hit all around the cannibal black fish, and annihilate most of them into smoke. The few surviving black 

fish fell into the meander of the river. Because of the decay of their bodies, they were eaten by other 

black fish! 

 

Wave ~ 

 

bang bang!! 

 

The sound of water waves came out, and more than 100 black fish fell into the water were eaten clean 

in an instant! 

 



Seeing this scene in the air, ye Chen felt cold in his heart. This kind of fish is really fierce, fast, big and 

sharp teeth. According to the normal principle, the large fish move slowly, but the piranha is 100 times 

faster than the normal fish. More than 1000 man eating black fish eat 100 injured man eating black fish 

Fish, actually less than a second, they will all eat clean! 

 

Unimaginable! 

 

If ye Chen falls down! 

 

With the hardness of his body, I'm afraid it won't last long! 

 

Whoosh!! 

 

The violent turbulence of the river, in an instant, caused more piranha! 

 

At the next moment, tens of thousands of cannibal black fish sprang up all around at the same time. 

Tens of thousands of black piranhas jumped out of the water at the same time. They were so powerful 

and black that they covered the sky and the moonlight. Every piranha was like a hell emissary. It was 

extremely terrifying! 

 

They smell terrible! 

 

In the air, sharp teeth were opened in the air, and there was a strong smell of blood. In this situation, if 

the warriors of Hunyuan environment did not carry out space transmission or tear the space to leave, 

they would be destroyed under the attack of the fish array! 

 

It seems that Lingyun xianzun is determined to kill Ye Chen. If they don't control the gathering of 30 

demon fish, how can they cause so many cannibal black fish! There are many piranhas in the Heishui 

River, but the whole river is very vast, only a few hundred thousand piranha! 

 

I didn't expect it! 

 



Ye Chen this, a little bit dynamic, originally at most can only attract the attention of thousands of 

cannibal black fish!But in the end, nearly 100000 piranhas attacked. 

 

"The Boulevard of silence!" 

 

"The road of destruction!" 

 

"Immortal road!" 

 

"Killing road!" 

 

Ye Chen gently calls out all the roads, and the simple and grand sword spirit and the spirit of killing and 

cutting are falling from behind. The sword of killing gods and the spear of killing souls are standing in the 

sky, flowing the two Qi of heaven and earth. Ten or more Hunyuan immortal tools are flying out, and 

each of them is in full bloom! 

 

At the same time, a 3000 meter long river slowly appeared on the top of Ye Chen's head! 

 

It's the Boulevard of silence! 

 

On it, countless silent Buddhas have killed one after another, lingering over the sky Silent Buddha! 

 

With the emergence of three 3000 meters long road, two immortality gods of war rose from the long 

river of destruction, each holding a sword to kill out, stepping into the air, one after another five petals 

of destruction flowers at the foot, and then spread out! 

 

Long river of immortal road and long river of killing road! 

 

Each broke out countless powerful luster and killing opportunities! 

 



A special war puppet, or a condensed image of the God of war, is killing the nearby cannibal black fish 

one after another! 

 

Boom!! 

 

Boom!! 

 

Boom!! 

 

A burst of sound came out! 

 

The blood eating fish is smashed by the bloody fish! 

 

Two immortal gods of war, kill thousands of cannibal black fish! 

 

We will not destroy the God of war, kill the puppets, and so on. We will kill dozens of demon fish in the 

kingdom of gods and kings! 

 

At this moment! 

 

Ye Chen is like the God of war, one against a race! 

 

One man destroys one family! 

 

A person can be called a million soldiers, as peerless Tianjiao, omnipotent, nothing to yearn for! 

 

No one can stop him! 

 

What's more, it's just a little cannibal! 



 

Bang bang bang!! 

 

Bang bang!!! 

 

In the river, there are cannibal black fish falling down, the sound of entering the water one after 

another! 

 

However, when more piranhas are hit in mid air, they are already torn apart, or hit by destructive forces. 

Pieces of black fish turn into smoke, which is very spectacular! 
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Such a scene! 

 

See the attic in the spirit of the immortal Zun lost in meditation, can not help mumbling to himself: "how 

strong, this son in the end what origin!" 

 

No physical power! 

 

No use of blood force! 

 

Simply use your own power of Tao! 

 

The power of one moral quality, three two moral qualities! 

 

With the combination of the four forces, an attack especially against the black fish of cannibalism broke 

out. Even if it was hundreds of thousands of piranha, and even another batch of more than 200000 

piranha gradually gathered together, ye Chen's fierce attack failed to survive! 



 

Ye Chen, is it strong? 

 

Very powerful! 

 

Enter into the realm of God and understand the power of the five ways! 

 

Even in the history of Lingwu continent, there is no such warrior, and there is no one who can exert the 

power of the five roads to the fullest. Ye Chen's move is a miracle of creating Lingwu continent. I'm 

afraid that no warrior will be able to repeat this magnificent scene in hundreds of thousands of years or 

even millions of years later! 

 

"Three hundred and fifty thousand piranhas!" 

 

"Killed by Ye Chen alone, more than 270000 heads!" 

 

Beigong Hongtian swallows and salivas, his eyes are filled with a sense of horror, even his original heart 

is shaking! 

 

Ye Chen? 

 

Is this still human? 

 

This is simply a demon. After killing so many fish and beasts, is it not affected by a little bit of killing gas? 

 

On the contrary, the speed is getting faster and faster, and there is no sign of enchantment at all. 

 

"No, he won't be possessed!" 

 



"He is a devil Beigong Hongtian remembered that ye Chen was the blood of the early generation, and he 

preferred the blood of ancient demons. Today's power is just like the power of those ancient demons in 

their youth! 

 

Ancient times! 

 

The so-called "demon" generation, which is not a genius? 

 

Which is not a god of death? Which is not a ruthless, decisive and ruthless generation, a rage will kill the 

world's demons in the gods! 

 

Now! 

 

A new generation of demons, rising demons in front of him, how can he calm down! 

 

Beigong Hongtian takes a close look at Lingyun xianzun and the ancestor of the soul clan. His mentality is 

very changeable, and he can't stop thinking about the cableway: help Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen's blood! 

 

Ye Chen's ruthless and decisive degree is absolutely worth my Beigong family to invest in him! 

 

As long as ye Chen doesn't die young, he must be at the top of Lingwu land! 

 

Why should we not dominate the western regions? 

 

Beigong Hongtian's eyes changed again, staring at the picture in the mirror of heaven and earth. Ye 

Chen blossomed out the power of four roads and completely incarnated as a demon God. With a sword 

in his left hand and a gun in his right hand, he almost slaughtered all the cannibal black fish in the 

Xuanhe river of Heishui! 

 



He looked more and more pale and murmured to himself, "490000 piranhas!" 

 

"Forty nine demon fish..." 

 

"All of them have been slaughtered by Ye Chen..." 

 

"Therefore, ye Chen has also stepped into the nine layers of heaven, and the five roads have the scale of 

qualitative change towards the God King way!" 

 

If it's five roads! 

 

All quality into the word of God and king? 

 

Can ye Chen at least enter the middle stage of Shenwang realm directly? 

 

Because each of the five roads is not a special one. They are extremely powerful and even rare in the 

world. Only one of millions of martial arts practitioners can build a road that can be built by a warrior. 

But ye Chen has gathered five such anti heaven roads! 

 

A road qualitative change! 

 

Enough to let Ye Chen quickly step into a small state! 

 

Five avenues qualitative change! 

 

Even if ye Chen doesn't become the five layers of the divine realm, I'm afraid he will become the three 

or four layers of the divine kingdom! 

 

"The key is 

 



"He Dao Shenqi..." Beigong Hongtian suddenly remembered that ye Chen still had a Hedao artifact. His 

eyes narrowed gradually, and he was extremely regretful. He said in his heart: If ye Chen could break 

through with Hedao artifact! 

 

Isn't it possible to become the fifth or sixth level of the divine realm? 

 

The middle of the mixed world? 

 

Directly step into the ranks of the middle and lower reaches of martial arts, and completely get rid of the 

low-level identity? 

 

Give him some more time. When he enters the peak of Shenwang state, or Hunyuan state, is it not 

possible to compete with the martial arts in the Taoist realm? 

 

A young warrior in Hunyuan! 

 

It can be used as a harmonious realm! 

 

Beigong Hongtian can't believe the result. Ye Chen gives him a shock. It's too big! 

 

In particular, ye Chen's promotion speed and potential are too strong. No matter the physical body, the 

realm of martial arts, or the power and spiritual power of Tao are almost all-round improved, and none 

of them is weak. If we have to say that it is weak, that is, the realm of martial arts is weaker! 

 

However, all this must be short-lived. 

 

Must help Ye Chen! 

 

"Master Lingyun, ye Chen has passed the Xuanhe river of Heishui. Let's not interfere with it." 

 



"I think it's up to God to do everything." Beigong Hongtian tells the story and takes over the array stone. 

It's the best place for him. No one else has a chance to harm Ye Chen. Ye Chen will break the 

array!Hongtian of the North Palace believes in all this! 

 

Lingyun immortal Zun saw this scene, and sneered and said, "this humble boy, there are some means. 

The attitude of Hongtian in the North Palace is changing rapidly But I appreciate him a little! " 

 

"Maybe!" 

 

"He has a formation, but I will consider accepting him and recognizing him!" 

 

"Of course, all of these premises, he must obey any arrangement of his own respect! And apologize to 

your father! " 

 

The immortal of Lingyun is not stupid. Now, there is a great potential in Ye Chen to put his anger on 

hold. 

 

Even she can not care about the old resentment! Even if you give ye Chen some chance, there is no 

problem. 

 

As soon as ye Chen grows up, it is likely to help her become the real palace leader of the emperor of Ling 

Xian. 

 

Then, ye Chen, Xia Ruoshui, Ji Siqing three people, will certainly become her powerful assistant! 

 

Of course, all this is the premise that this boy can listen! 

 

The soul ancestors heard the words of the two people, and immediately became very angry! 

 

He is not allowed to leave the array alive! 

 



"Two, you said those words too early, heaven and earth soul dragon, but the combination of the highest 

level of the road, ye Chen, will die no doubt!" 

 

The soul ancestor gnawed his teeth and believed that ye Chen would die. He stared at the two people, 

and his anger was burning vigorously, but he was not calm on the surface! 

 

Aura! 

 

North Palace! 

 

You two wallgrass! 

 

Ye Chen showed his strength and talent. You didn't want to kill him, but also wanted to help him! 

 

Hateful! Hateful! 

 

I hate my father can't do it! 

 

"The peak of the road state!" 

 

Lingyun immortal Zun and North Palace Hongtian look at each other, it seems that ye Chen can break 

through! 

 

With the original leaf Chen into the seven levels of God, can erupt the battle force of one layer of 

heaven in the realm of harmony! 

 

Now, ye Chen is promoted to the divine Kingdom, and it is inevitable that the later stage of the war in 

the state of harmony can be erupted. Moreover, it is only picking the thousand years of soul dragon 

grass! 

 

The three powerful men in the attic! 



 

There are already two ideas to change! 

 

The remaining ancestors of the soul race, although gnashing teeth and teeth, are unable to do it! 
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When ye Chen came to the edge of the second and the first floor, he felt a cold wind coming from the 

deep. He even shivered. 

 

As a practitioner, he has not shivered for a long time! 

 

"It seems that we are approaching the core of the array." 

 

"Ji Lin, no matter how difficult it is, I won't let you have an accident!" 

 

Ye Chen continues to move forward. In the dark, he vaguely sees a giant dragon, which seems to be a 

green dragon in Chinese legend. His long body has four limbs, and two wings grow behind it. The two 

giant longan exude a faint blue luster. It seems that he will be trapped in an endless hell at a glance! 

 

The key is that this giant dragon has a terrible smell. 

 

The wind around is formed from it! 

 

"Array spirit!" 

 

"The spirit of the array guarding this great array is the soul of heaven and earth, and the realm should be 

eight or nine layers of heaven in the harmony of Taoism." 

 



Ye Chen came to this result and was surprised. 

 

It doesn't make sense. The ancestor of the soul clan is only the second layer of heaven in the realm of 

nature. How can we arrange this array? 

 

Is it difficult? 

 

Is the immortal hall arranged by the elder? 

 

So it's just a big array, all of which have such divine power? 

 

On the occasion of Ye Chen's deep thought, Yu Guang suddenly found something! 

 

"Ten thousand year soul dragon grass!" 

 

"A lot of..." Ye Chen's eyes lit up, staring at the dense ice blue medicinal plants under the heaven and 

earth soul Dragon Nest. It's amazing that it is the ten thousand year soul dragon grass. There are 

hundreds of them carefully. No wonder all the guards are the array spirits at the top of the Taoist realm! 

Outside, there is also an ancestor of the soul clan in the second layer of heaven! 

 

So powerful! 

 

Too big! 

 

I'm afraid this place is specially for the soul hall to cultivate soul dragon grass for ten thousand years! 

 

Otherwise, where to come from so many thousand years of soul dragon grass! 

 

Ten thousand years of soul dragon grass seems to have a spirit, noticed the existence of Ye Chen, 

swaying and moving. 



 

A faint light fell on the whole body of Ye Chen along the strong wind. 

 

The soul dragon of heaven and earth at the core of the array naturally noticed Ye Chen, and his longan 

swept slightly without any care. 

 

In his eyes, a boy who is in a state of mind is too rubbish for him to raise any interest at all. 

 

However, as long as ye Chen is close. 

 

It will use the pressure of the moment to let the leaf Chen into powder! 

 

Just at this moment! 

 

Ye Chen found the black stone in his pocket changed. 

 

In the black stone to fly out of the time, ye Chen forced to suppress the black stone fly out of the 

impulse. 

 

Did he know that the three outside were watching him. 

 

The reincarnation graveyard is his biggest secret, which can't be detected by anyone. 

 

Fortunately, the black stone soon quieted down. 

 

At the same time, three stone tablets in the samsara cemetery burst apart, and three breathes soared 

into the sky. Some of them were proud of their swords, some were standing with swords, some were 

floating around with several magic weapons of Taoism, two men and one woman. Each of them exuded 

an extremely strong breath! 

 



Immediately, the three figures began to recover, talking to themselves about their own identity! 

 

Seems like a fixed program in general! 

 

Among them, the man with the sword took a step, his eyebrows spread a little sword, the sword in his 

hand soared to the sky and turned into a dragon, flying in the reincarnation cemetery. "The blood sword 

is for the dragon to travel in heaven and earth. I am the only free God King in the world!" 

 

"The top of weapons, respect the sword!" 

 

"I have been respected in the sword. It has been three thousand years since Kunlun. It has been difficult 

for me to fail. For thousands of years, heaven and earth have been searching for enemies. Only in my 

sword have we killed the God King!" The middle-aged man holding the knife is holding a long, 

domineering sword, just like a tyrant in the world. His courage is dry! 

 

As for the last woman, her voice was clear and happy: "thousands of years, thousands of years, the 

world is like clouds, only I dance for nine days!" 

 

The voice falls, ye Chen reacts to come over, the look is startled to see to three strong! 

 

Happy God King! 

 

Kill God King! 

 

Nine dance God King! 

 

Kunlun virtual ancient times of the three major harmony, nine layers of heaven strong, once joined 

hands to resist the existence of the strong man of creation! 

 

All of them are equivalent to the existence of half step creation realm. Even if one person is slightly 

weaker than the ancestor of the blood spirit clan, the three of them can work together to kill kuiying. If 



it was not for the hands of the supreme elder of the northern palace family in the southern region, the 

blood spirit family would not have been able to attack Kunlun Xu! 

 

The spirits of these worldly warriors wake up! 

 

And three at a time! 

 

It's so cool. 

 

At the moment, ye Chen has a feeling of excitement when he is hit by a lucky gift bag. 

 

Old year! 

 

The northern palace family was divided into southern region and western region. 

 

The northern palace family of the western regions is the family of the northern palace Hongtian. 

 

The northern palace family of the southern region, that is, the northern palace family where the blood 

spirit family is located, sent out three supreme elders of the heaven realm!Among them, there are five 

layers of heaven, three layers of heaven, and one layer of heaven! 

 

The eight elders of Taishang, who was in the first layer of heaven in the realm of creation, originally 

thought that the three people, such as Xiaoyao Shenjun, were just like those in the ninth layer of the 

Taoist realm. They wanted to kill them, but they were all hurt by the three masters of Xiaoyao, even 

wiped out the body of each other, and almost killed the elder! 

 

In the end, it was the supreme five elders of the five layers of heaven in the realm of nature! 

 

Only then they three people heavy damage, immediately was captured by Kui Ying in the past! 

 

I have to say! 



 

At that time, Kunlun Xu was ranked in the world of Zhongwu. It was a world, and the details were not 

comparable to those of a sect! 

 

There were more than 30 warriors in Hedao realm. There were at least 10 warriors above the peak of 

Hedao kingdom in the later period. The seven night God King, the hundred sword God King, the carefree 

God King, the killing God King and the nine dance God King were all the same! 

 

Such a huge combat power! 

 

If it wasn't for the northern palace family of the southern regions to fight! 

 

Kunlun will never be defeated! 

 

"Meet the three gods!" 

 

"This is the reincarnation cemetery. The gods of the three gods have been intercepted here. I am Ye 

Chen, the owner of the samsara cemetery, and the current master of Kunlun Xu!" Ye Chen holds his fist 

and salutes. He keeps the greatest respect for those who defend Kunlun Xu in ancient times! 

 

Ye Chen also learned from the forging God monarch that the people who were captured by the blood 

spirit family, and the general situation of those who died in the war! 

 

These three are the most powerful of the more than 30 people who were arrested in Kunlun Xu! 

 

Even those who can join hands to kill those who create the first layer of heaven in the chemical realm. If 

they hold the soldiers of time and space, they may not be able to kill the warriors of the second and 

third layers of the heaven in the chemical realm! 

 

Ye Chen sees the three deities, and is still recovering his memory. Without any response for a time, he 

stares at the situation of numerous tombstones in the reincarnation cemetery! 

 



A hundred tombstones! 

 

It means a hundred talents! 

 

Some of the tombstones contain Kunlun's virtual powerful spirit! 

 

Part of the tombstone, contains the spirit of the gods in the world of Lingwu! 

 

As for the remaining 40 odd yuan, he is not qualified to know the origin! 

 

But it's absolutely strong! 
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As for Kunlun Xu! 

 

Thirty or so great powers imprisoned! 

 

Now, in the samsara cemetery, there are sixteen. 

 

The five gods! 

 

Four in Hunyuan! 

 

He Dao Jing seven! 

 



According to the situation mentioned by the forging God King, these imprisoned great powers are those 

who have special abilities and master the power of two or more levels of Tao, or those who have 

understood unique Dharma formulas or different laws! 

 

Will be imprisoned by the ancestor of the blood spirit clan! 

 

However, the ancestor of the blood spirit clan is bold and imprisons dozens of martial arts practitioners 

in their own sects! 

 

Is really not afraid of these Kunlun Xu warrior recovery, his blood spirit family and Blood Sword door to 

extinction! 

 

Blood Sword gate, blood spirit clan! 

 

Very strong, of course! 

 

For ye Chen, before long, he will be qualified to shake!! 

 

"Boy, your breath..." 

 

Nine dance God Jun Qing Jue beautiful cheek, with a surprised look! 

 

Dressed in a Phoenix Fire robe, she looks like a goddess. Her eyes quietly scan everything around her, 

including ice sword immortal statue, pharmacist Buddha, sunlight Buddha and moonlight Buddha. 

Finally, her eyes fall on Ye Chen and says, "you have the breath of Chen Anping's creation of all things." 

 

"More than that!" 

 

"And Lin Qingxuan's medical breath!" 

 



"The immortal Lord does not destroy the breath of God and kingcraft!" Zhu Shen Jun Wan An Jue, pace 

and come, looking at Ye Chen carefully, the more you see, the more shocked you feel! 

 

Another carefree God King, a middle-aged martial artist who looked at Ye Chen carefully, sighed with 

emotion: "you are the Taoist disciple of the hundred sword God King. Your spirit and soul power are 

different. It seems that you have cultivated the thousand turn soul of Mo Ning'er, a famous Xuannu, 

after qualitative change!" 

 

"No, there's more of old friends!" He stood with his hands down, pursed his lips, and said, "you have the 

breath of Chen Anping, Wang Qiantian, Nie Baijian, Mo Ning'er, the immortal Lord, the respect of Wan 

Dao Jian and Chen Anli." 

 

"You have all practiced their original skills!" 

 

At present, this young warrior who calls himself the master of Kunlun! 

 

Have so many old friends' skills! 

 

It seems to be a collection of their skills, so the breath in the body is extremely mixed. There are all kinds 

of skills, such as attacking, killing and curing. It seems like a perfect body. It seems that all the old friends 

are here? 

 

And left this person with his own skill inheritance? 

 

Xiaoyao God Jun closed his eyes slightly and recalled the causes and consequences. He immediately 

looked at Ye Chen and held his fist slightly. He said, "I am Li Jian'an, the founder of qingtianmen sect. 

Since you are the master of Kunlun, is my qingtianmen still there?" 

 

"Yes 

 

Ye Chen casually plays out a memory clip, which is about the female leader of qingtianmen shamelessly 

persuades the Taoist patriarch and combines with the scene of hundreds of emperors to kill himself. 



That is, after he picked up a hundred young warriors in the city of thousand Jue, he went out to 

encounter the battle of attack and killing! 

 

Memory of this scene! 

 

It also includes eight sects, forcing their own disciples in exchange for their own survival scene! 

 

Looking at their faces getting crazy, Wan An Jue smashed the scene fragments and said, "Kunlun 

xuzong's gate has become so extraordinary. These guys really forget their roots!" 

 

"The descendants of Kunlun sect are equally shameless and should be killed!" Talking about is the nine 

dance God Jun Luo Jiuqing, although as a woman, but not less heroic! 

 

"Three gods, don't be too angry!" Ye Chen also transmitted a piece of the past, which is about the later 

things, until the arrival of the blood spirit family, he beat back the people of the blood spirit family, and 

unified the scene of Kunlun Xu! 

 

He said slowly: "I am the main leader of Kunlun void now, and I am the king of Guangming palace, the 

sect of gods and princes. Now I am the sub cabinet under the Guangming palace. The leaders of the 

Huang family who had joined the blood spirit clan were also killed by me. Most of the other sects have 

tried their best to resist the blood spirit clan." 

 

"Now!" 

 

"I'm already in the nine layers of heaven. Please help me until I reach the goal of harmony." 

 

"I will kill you in the blood spirit clan and rescue the real bodies of your predecessors!" 

 

When the three gods heard this, they thought about the things before, even the scenes, and the skills of 

Ye Chen's friends! 

 

The three of them looked at each other and nodded slightly. Their eyes were peaceful! 



 

Everyone's mind should be revived here! 

 

And ye Chen, the master of the reincarnation cemetery, was regarded as his own Taoist disciple and 

passed on his skills! 

 

However, in my twenties, I was promoted to the nine layers of heaven! 

 

It's horrible already! 

 

Worthy of being the master of Kunlun now! 

 

Since they left, Kunlun Xu has been reduced to a world of low martial arts, and Emperor Zun is the peak! 

 

It must be that ye Chen's cultivation has consumed a lot of energy!"Good!" 

 

"I'll help you later!" 

 

"At the same time, we will also pass on the origin of our skills to you!" The most powerful of the three 

killed the God King to speak! 

 

Ye Chen immediately looked cautious, clasped his fist and bowed slightly. Then he began to pay homage 

to his master. He said, "the three elders have taught me the skills and they are my master. My disciple 

Ye Chen, please meet the three masters!" 

 

"Good!" 

 

"Such talent, such talent, Tianjiao, as our disciples, we are gratified!" 

 

"There is no you in Kunlun. It is possible to restore its prosperity." 



 

The three gods and princes all expressed their feelings! 

 

After saying that, ice sword immortal Zun and three golden Buddhas came one after another, saying 

hello to each other and understanding each other's identity! 

 

In particular, the three deities knew that Bingjian xianzun was the elder of wanjiandi palace in Lingwu 

land, and they firmly believed in Ye Chen's identity and behavior! 

 

"Three masters!" 

 

"I usually don't let the masters do it!" 

 

"Unless it's an invincible situation!" 

 

Ye Chen took a deep look at the three men and said very seriously: "now, I need to break through the 

array and pick the soul dragon grass for thousands of years. Please answer the specific matters for 

master Bingjian! Later, we need three masters to help us deal with the soul dragon of the array spirit 

world! " 

 

After he explained, the spirit power withdrew from the reincarnation cemetery and focused on the 

heaven and earth soul dragon! 

 

The spirit of the array is sleeping in his dragon's nest. It's the best time to start! 

 

It is equivalent to the array spirit of the eight or nine layers of heaven in the harmony of Taoism! 

 

Ye Chen, alone, can hardly hurt each other even if he mobilizes all Hunyuan immortal tools and Hedao 

artifact! 

 

Therefore, we need the help of several masters! 



 

This is actually a crazy move, and the price will be very high! 

 

But he has no choice! 

 

The next moment! 

 

Ye Chen took out a Vajra pestle, slightly released the Qi machine, forming a protective cover to protect 

his whole body, so that the breath was not exposed, slowly said: "seven masters, please lend me some 

strength!" 
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"I will activate ten Hunyuan immortal tools, one hundred Shenwang tools and one Hedao artifact!" 

 

"Strike a deadly blow in the dark!" 

 

"After the soul dragon of heaven and earth is severely damaged, I will throw out a war puppet to attract 

him to leave, and then go to pick the soul dragon grass of ten thousand years!" 

 

Destroy the soul dragon of heaven and earth! 

 

Ye Chen doesn't have this idea! 

 

It's not necessary! 

 

Unless you are in the nine layers of heaven and earth in Hunyuan state, and have great benefits, for 

example, there is a force of time and space under the dragon's nest of heaven and earth soul. 

Otherwise, I don't need to spend a lot of strength to destroy the soul dragon in order to revenge the 

soul clan! 



 

That's not worth it! 

 

"Good!" 

 

"I will give you strength later!" 

 

The ice sword immortal Zun replied that he immediately cooperated with the three golden Buddhas and 

the three deities, and then released his own power. The seven forces directly flowed into Ye Chen's 

body, just like a dragon entering a river. Ye Chen's face turned red and his body showed signs of 

bursting! 

 

Seven forces! 

 

It's so powerful! 

 

Even if it is a force from each person, it can be compared with the all-out attack of a warrior in the later 

stage of the harmonious Taoist realm! 

 

If you don't release it, ye Chen will be burst! 

 

Immediately, ye Chen grasped the Sanpin Hedao artifact, which was a Zen stick. It was used by the 

Golden Buddha Tantra in those years. He tried his best to export the power of his body and infuse the 

power of the five ways! 

 

Clang! Clang!! 

 

Clang! Clang!! 

 

Ten handle Hunyuan immortal ware! 

 



A hundred gods and kings are emerging! 

 

On each weapon, ye Chen is attached with a very strong force, and immediately throws it out in an 

instant! 

 

Bang bang bang!! 

 

Bang bang!! 

 

The sound of breaking through the sky is coming out! 

 

More than a hundred weapons are drawn horizontally, and the breath is like the sky! 

 

Originally had no interest in heaven and earth soul dragon, eyes suddenly opened. 

 

It felt a threat. 

 

Extremely dangerous. 

 

The next second, it's body instantly up, a dragon chant ring through the world! 

 

Innumerable soul power radiates the whole body! 

 

It seems like the end of the day in the array! 

 

However! 

 

Not yet waiting for the heaven and earth soul dragon to explode! The Buddhist staff and Taoist artifact 

arrived first, penetrating directly into the dragon body of the heaven and earth soul dragon, the power 

of destruction and the power of annihilation. The pain caused the soul dragon of heaven and earth to 



send out the howling sound of the dragon. Both of them are special forces, one is the strongest in the 

world, the other is the first force in the creation world! 

 

How to stop it! 

 

Zizi ~ ~ 

 

Zizi ~ ~ 

 

Zizi ~ ~ 

 

the dragon body of the soul dragon of heaven and earth haunts one another, which is produced by the 

combination of two forces. Stripping all the materialized scales of the dragon is equivalent to stripping 

the skin and cramping it. Then, the Zen stick and Taoist artifact pierce the dragon body and insert it into 

the mountain behind! 

 

"No way! Where does this power come from? " 

 

Heaven and earth soul dragon roared, and a strong killing opportunity broke out! 

 

It spews out a soul flame from its mouth! 

 

Soul flame is the formation of countless swords towards the direction of Ye Chen! 

 

But now the power of Ye Chen's explosion is not just his power! 

 

It's the sum of the seven masters! 

 

Although these seven are from Kunlun Xu, they are also ancient Kunlun Xu! 

 



At that time, Kunlun Xu was in the world of Chinese martial arts. The strong were like clouds. They were 

not defeated by most of the powerful people in Lingwu land now! 

 

Ye Chen knows that he is not qualified to fight with the soul dragon of the heaven and earth. He can only 

take such risks! 

 

The next second, the flame suddenly disappeared! 

 

Ye Chen's power is too strong! 

 

Follow closely! 

 

Ten Hunyuan immortals flying in, like ten suns, burst out dazzling luster! 

 

They all pierce through heaven and earth, leaving blood holes! 

 

"Roar..." 

 

"Roar, who!" 

 

"Poof..." Heaven and earth soul dragon just roared, and before reaction, it was wrapped by a hundred 

Shenwang utensils! 

 

At the next moment, a hundred Shenwang tools will explode! 

 

The power that erupts is the same as the power of Hedao artifact! 

 

Under such three attacks! 

 



In the empty body stage of the spirit dragon of heaven and earth, the body of the Ninth level nearly 

collapsed, and the Dragon scales were scattered everywhere. The body of a hundred Zhang dragon was 

blasted and covered with blood, as if it had crawled out of the hell. It was directly damaged by such 

attacks! 

 

Immediately, it saw a figure flying towards, do not want to, directly fly away from the sky! 

 

Damn human warrior! 

 

How dare you attack benlong! 

 

Do you want to kill Ben long? 

 

You want to run? 

 

Whoa, whoa!! 

 

Whoa! 

 

Heaven and earth soul Dragon flew through the sky, ye Chen could just stand up. It was bleeding from 

seven holes, and his body was faintly cracked! 

 

After all, his body can't bear the power of so many strong men!This time, too much fun! 

 

"strong strength, several masters, next time to limit the strength, and then a little stronger, I'm afraid 

that I haven't hurt the awesome dragon, my own body must be burst!" 

 

The power just now! 

 

Don't mention to fight, ye Chen can only bear a few seconds! 



 

If you don't release half of it in a few seconds, that's what you'll end up with! 

 

Whoosh! 

 

Ye Chen finally came to that piece of ten thousand year soul dragon grass. When he looked at one after 

another of the ten thousand year soul dragon grass, his lips outlined a vicious smile and said, "it's a 

worthwhile trip!" 

 

He just wanted to reach out and touch the soul dragon grass of ten thousand years, only to find a killing 

intention sweeping in. 

 

He came back in a hurry! 

 

He felt like he was nearly torn. 

 

This ten thousand year soul dragon grass also contains the power of law. 

 

How can I take it 

 

When ye Chen is frowning, the black stone in his pocket emits a faint light. 

 

The light gradually flew out of his pocket, like a firefly half attached to Ye Chen's hand. 

 

"Black stone, are you helping me 

 

Ye Chen took a look at his own hand, and did not talk nonsense. He grabbed a dragon grass of ten 

thousand years! 

 

Sure enough, the power of the law is immune! 



 

At this moment, ye Chen is more and more curious about the origin of the black stone! 

 

Of course, this is not the time to consider this matter. He put the ten thousand year soul dragon grass in 

the reincarnation cemetery and directly "several masters, please help to cure Ji Lin!" 

 

"Good!" 

 

The ice sword immortal Zun holds the soul dragon grass of ten thousand years and comes to the 

comatose Ji Lin. 

 

He pinched the Jue with his fingers, and a cold force instantly lifted up the soul dragon grass of ten 

thousand years, and then slowly suspended on Ji Lin's body. 

 

Ten thousand years of soul dragon grass spilled a light on Ji Lin's body. 

 

Ji Lin's pale face turned red instantly. 

 

"Ten thousand years of soul dragon grass, coagulation!" 

 

The ice sword immortal Zun fingered a little, the ten thousand year soul dragon grass suddenly 

contracted, and gradually condensed a drop of juice. 

 

The juice fell into Ji Lin's mouth in an instant. 

 

The next second, Ji Lin began to glow with infinite vitality. 

 

"Effective!" After that, the ice sword immortal Zun opened the soul dragon grass of ten thousand years, 

and introduced its power into Ji Lin's body, saying: "if the poison has been detoxified, it will clear itself 

within seven days. The remaining medicine can also save other girls, and the soul poison will also 

dissipate within seven days!" 



 

Save Ji Lin! 

 

Ye Chen nodded slightly, relieved a little, glanced over these ten thousand year soul dragon grass, and 

said, "it's a plant on the contract! But, you old man, move stronger on the second and third levels, kill 

me? " 

 

"So you want to kill me!" 

 

"Hum!" 

 

"Don't want any more of these ten thousand year old dragon grass!" 

 

"What about the soul clan? Since I have offended you, even if the soul hall comes, I will still make it 

difficult for you!" 
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Destroy! 

 

Yes, ye Chen is going to destroy the land of dragon's nest which is planted with ten thousand year old 

soul dragon grass! 

 

A ten thousand year old soul dragon grass, combined with a weapon of time and space, means the birth 

of a spirit family and even the spirit hall chemical environment warrior! 

 

With the status and power of the superior sects in the soul hall, there is certainly a lack of time and 

space soldiers, but there is no lack of soul dragon grass for ten thousand years. However, the martial 

arts of the soul clan are different from those of other martial arts in the land of Lingwu! 

 



But soul warrior! 

 

Not only the soldiers of time and space are needed! 

 

It also needs a ten thousand year soul dragon grass, as the main carrier of the qualitative change of the 

power of the spirit. After it breaks through the realm of creation, the power of the spirit and the body 

can activate the law of time and space. If there is no Wannian soul dragon grass, even the soul warrior 

who forcibly steps into the creation realm is only half step into the creation state! 

 

If there is no qualitative change in the power of the spirit, we can't use the magic formula of time and 

space! 

 

The physical body can not be transformed into a divine body, and the martial arts of the nine levels of 

heaven in the same state of the Tao are not much different! 

 

At least, kuiying, the ancestor of the blood spirit clan, is in the half step state of creation, which is almost 

equivalent to that of the half step soul family. By comparison, kuiying has a much deeper foundation 

and stronger combat power! 

 

Even kill the God King, nine dance God King, can be comparable to such a half step creation realm 

martial arts! 

 

Therefore, Wannian soul dragon grass, for the soul clan, is very important! 

 

"I don't know what the ancestors of Hun clan think about the loss of so many thousands of years of soul 

dragon grass!" Ye Chen's eyes were full of fierce luster. "Only one plant was allowed to leave the 

contract, but I didn't say that I could destroy these ten thousand year old soul dragon grass!" 

 

"Good fellow, count it carefully!" 

 

"There are 217 of them. I don't believe that this is not the place where the soul hall cultivates ten 

thousand year old dragon grass." 

 



He immediately took out the Zhushen sword. The light of the sword in his hand was flashing, and he was 

constantly accumulating strength. With a sweep of his right hand, he put away the Hedao artifact and 

the ten Hunyuan immortal utensil, and then looked at the place where the ten thousand year old soul 

dragon grass was planted! 

 

The soil on this land is obviously different from that of ordinary land. The whole soil is bloody red, and 

the blood is constantly overflowing. It is not the blood of ordinary people, but the blood of warriors. It is 

also the blood of high-end warriors and extremely tough people! 

 

"Nourish the soil with blood!" 

 

"To raise the soul dragon grass with soil for ten thousand years again!" 

 

"Such a large land, at least killed more than 200 Hunyuan territory, and even dozens of physical warriors 

who were in harmony with Taoism and virtual body stage." 

 

Whoa!! 

 

A sword light flashed by, immediately turned into a dragon and snake, deep into the blood red soil! 

 

At once, only heavy bursts were heard. Under the blood red soil, it was like a large number of branches 

and roots were cut off. It was clear that the breath from the ground collapsed and disappeared, and no 

blood was spilled. On the contrary, 217 thousand year old soul dragon grass on the ground withered! 

 

"Not dead yet!" 

 

"Old man, you are the elder who guards this important place!" 

 

"I'm looking forward to seeing your hopeless and helpless eyes, and the way you are being Dharma by 

the soul hall elder!" 

 



Ye Chen is also ruthless. He takes out the demon gun with his right hand and stabs it on the blood red 

land, completely cutting off the vitality of this land and destroying all its materials. Even if it is so many 

thousands of years, the soul dragon grass has been turned into ashes in a moment! 

 

Whoa, whoa!! 

 

Whoa! 

 

Broken land bleeding red luster, mapping in the sky, as if a strong Fengshen fell in general! 

 

The sky and the earth are shining with each other. At once, the sky is red with blood. No more thunder 

clouds, we can see the countless black clouds and the killing gas that cover it. Only a blood red sky is left, 

and even blood rain drips down! 

 

Even, there is a dim light, attached to the black stone in Ye Chen's pocket. 

 

I saw that the light finally fell on Ji Lin who had not yet awakened. 

 

At that moment, the spirit of Zhou was very strong. 

 

But soon, it disappeared. 

 

As if it never existed. 

 

…… 

 

In the samsara cemetery. 

 

"Bad!" 

 



"This land is not right!" As soon as the appearance of Zhumie Shenjun changed, he quickly said: disciple, 

there is a spirit power of some immortal warrior on this land, as a carrier, to grow these ten thousand 

year soul dragon grass! " 

 

"If you smash these lands and grind away the spirit dragon grass, it is equivalent to destroying the spirit 

power of the immortal warrior!" 

 

"The reason why xianzun has been named as xianzun is that its spirit is so huge that it can be compared 

with the combination of other immortals. Even if some of the spirit's power falls down, its movement 

and fall degree can be comparable to the fall of a warrior in the seven layers of the Taoist realm!" 

 

The martial arts in the realm of harmony fall! 

 

Heaven and earth cry together! 

 

The kingdom of God falls, and the heaven and earth manifest God and King's way breaks down! 

 

The martial arts in Lingwu continent are human beings. In fact, everyone is beyond the shackles. Even 

the most powerful warrior in the imperial realm has a life span of ten thousand years. This is the real 

immortal world. When the immortal falls, the way of heaven feels and the road moves, it will inevitably 

bring down the vision!"Let's go!" 

 

"Apprentice, let's go 

 

"The soul dragon has reacted, and all the warriors outside have reacted. Go 

 

Nine dance God King said eagerly, she had already felt the strong breath rising from the distance. Even if 

it was not as good as the God state elder in the blood spirit clan, it was not much worse! 

 

"Roar!" 

 

"Roar, beast, beast, you beast!" 



 

Dong Dong Dong!! 

 

Dong Dong!! 

 

The sound of dragon chanting comes along with the sound of ground shaking! 

 

At the moment, it was like the earth fissure landslide. A soul dragon with blood all over it came flying. A 

pair of dragon eyes bathed in blood and vowed to kill Ye Chen. Two huge dragon claws beat each other 

in the air. The killing power penetrated through the void and came directly to Ye Chen! 

 

At the moment, I feel like a cold leaf. 

 

It's a feeling of being watched by death! 

 

As if he had a little movement, he would die! 

 

No more hesitation! 

 

"Heaven and earth strike!" 

 

Ye Chen releases all his strength, wields the soul destroying demon gun to stab out a blow, and suddenly 

thousands of light screens explode, all kinds of forces rush out together! 

 

The light curtain gun gang and the force collide together, instantly vaporizing the ground, so that the 

surrounding mountains split, countless bloody God thunder fell, turning the ground into a round of red 

land. 

 

Mid air! 

 



A body burst out and rolled down hundreds of meters to the ground. 

 

CHEN Ye is! 

 

Wearing the eight grade king of God armor broken, the body is the appearance of Dao Dao Dao scar, too 

embarrassed! 

 

The head of the demon spear in his hand was broken, but the whole body was full of cracks! 

 

We can see just how terrible the power was! 

 

Even in the samsara cemetery, the power of God is afraid! 

 

What qualification does Ye Chen have to resist! 

 

It's lucky to be alive! 

 

"Poof..." 

 

"This is the soul dragon of heaven and earth in the eight layers of heaven and earth in the realm of Tao!" 

 

"It's very strong! It seems that my previous blow did not seriously hurt the opponent 
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Ye Chen immediately stood up with a laugh at himself. Countless Buddhist texts were circulated all over 

his body. The cracked wound was gradually integrated. A Vajra pestle appeared in his hand. It is the four 

grade Hunyuan state of Jinfo Tantra. With his current combat power, he can barely urge him! 

 



Whoa!! 

 

Whoa!! 

 

Buddhist language circulation! 

 

Wearing a golden cassock on Ye Chen's body is a six grade Hunyuan immortal tool! 

 

The cassock of one of the 18 golden Buddhas in the past is now worn on Ye Chen's body. Ye Chen also 

blooms the Buddhist Road, and with two weapons, he is ready to fight the soul dragon of heaven and 

earth! 

 

Facing such a world, soul dragon! 

 

It's impossible to escape! 

 

If you escape, you will easily fall into some Jedi in the broken heaven and earth soul dragon array, such 

as magma, ground fissure vents, etc., and then it will not be appropriate! 

 

Only war! 

 

No matter how strong the enemy is, we will not hesitate! 

 

…… 

 

Ten thousand year soul dragon array! 

 

Everything around is within the scope of this array. Every place is a Jedi, which is extremely dangerous. 

Even if ye Chen comes to the third layer and sees the soul dragon of heaven and earth, he is also 

cautious and avoids many Jedi in the third layer array. Otherwise, he would have been seriously injured! 



 

Therefore, ye Chen did not dare to escape, but could not escape! 

 

Around the third layer, there are ground fissures everywhere, and all the flaming substances ejected 

from it are as high as 100000 degrees or even 230000 degrees. Even though ye Chen's body can be 

blocked, he will definitely be injured, or even seriously injured! 

 

As for the second floor! 

 

Although there is no piranha, the black water Xuan river is made up of the river water which corrodes 

the flesh! 

 

It's no exaggeration to say that the long river is made up of all the poisonous liquid! 

 

As for the first floor! 

 

There's lava and geysers everywhere! 

 

When the time comes, once the heaven and earth soul dragon is wounded again and falls down, the 

heaven and earth soul dragon will no longer fight, and ye Chen is very likely to die! 

 

"Heaven and earth soul dragon!" 

 

"Eight layers of heaven in harmony with Tao!" 

 

"I'd like to see how capable you are 

 

Ye Chen's whole body glittered with thousands of brilliance. He held a Vajra pestle in his hand, and his 

lips spread a sinister smile. He said, "you were severely damaged by my weapons before. Now, at most, 

you can only play the fighting power of the five layers of heaven in the same realm!" 

 



"Plus!" 

 

"You're not a real immortal or fierce beast. You don't have the rule of time and the law of space!" 

 

"you don't even have the blessing of God and King's way. You are the peak expert in the later stage of 

the harmonious state. At most, you are a low level demon dragon in the early stage of he Dao state. You 

can play the fighting power of three layers of heaven in he Dao state. You are very powerful!" 

 

Fearless! 

 

Never retreat! 

 

The soul dragon of heaven and earth, with the power of spirit and spirit, is comparable to the human 

warrior in the eight layers of heaven in the same realm! 

 

However, ye Chen carefully observed and confirmed that the spirit dragon of heaven and earth can only 

play the fighting power of the three layers of heaven and earth! 

 

What are you afraid of! 

 

Instead of escaping to be attacked by the powerful soul clan! 

 

You might as well kill the soul dragon, break into the kingdom of God, and then kill out! 

 

Bang bang bang!! 

 

Boom!! 

 

In a flash, the explosion spread rapidly, with countless dust and sand and even a lot of magma flying 

hundreds of miles away, making the second layer of heishuixuan River under the magma rain, some of 

the remaining piranha, swimming further down, dare not float in the river! 



 

Heaven and earth soul dragon eyes to split, constantly waving the Dragon claws, across the air attack Ye 

Chen! 

 

It is seriously injured and can play the attack in its heyday. It takes only a few strokes. The first hit 

severely damages Ye Chen, and the last three nearly shatters Ye Chen's body. But after four moves, its 

strength drops sharply, and the power of the fifth move is even less than one third of that of the fourth 

move! 

 

"Little beast!" 

 

"You broke into my territory, and I didn't attack you. You were plotting against me first! Despicable 

human beings 

 

The Dragon roared and roared, extremely cold. 

 

This is the biggest anger in the heart of heaven and earth soul dragon! 

 

Soul clan is nothing to him! 

 

Its status is far higher than the soul clan! 

 

Even some of the great powers in the soul hall dare not make a mistake to it! 

 

Now, in the forbidden area of soul clan, how can it not be angry! 

 

Ye Chen snorted: "your territory? It's not a good thing to irrigate this place with the blood of so many 

warriors! " 

 

"Today, I will not only destroy the ten thousand year soul dragon grass, but also the forbidden area of 

your soul clan." 



 

Hearing this, the soul dragon of heaven and earth became more and more angry and roared: 

 

"the dragon dance is proud of the sky!" 

 

In a flash, the soul dragon's body gushed blood light, two dragon claws stretched out together, the claw 

heart haunted a piece of red light, the red light shot out, at a very fast speed evolved into a blood red 

flying dragon, flying all over the sky, fighting Ye Chen!Little beast! 

 

Dare to destroy the secret land of my soul clan! 

 

If you want to destroy our soul family, you must kill it! 

 

Otherwise, this dragon would not have the face to see its master! 

 

Boom! 

 

Bang!! 

 

Ye Chen holds the Vajra pestle with all his strength, and smashes it suddenly. Countless Buddhist texts of 

destruction come out and smash most of the flying dragons. At the same time, he is also scratched with 

five bloodstains on his shoulder. However, he can't help laughing and saying: "that's right. You only have 

the fighting power of the three levels of heaven in the same realm, or even worse!" 

 

He has the power of seven masters in his body. Under his desperate efforts, he is comparable to the 

fighting power of the heaven in the Hedao realm! 

 

There are countless puppets and magic soldiers flying around, which also play a huge role! 

 

Uninterrupted interference with the heaven and earth soul dragon! 

 



Even fight the dragon body of heaven and earth soul dragon! 

 

The giant soul dragon of heaven and earth is now in the downwind! 

 

The immortal leaves are bound to be attacked by these weapons! 

 

Extremely tangled! 

 

"Heaven and earth soul dragon!" 

 

"You are not only made up of the power of the spirit!" 

 

"From my point of view, your body has coagulated, and it is obviously made with a hehe Dao artifact! 

There may even be more than one Hedao artifact, or three or five inferior ones! " 

 

"In that case, I'll kill you and condense the magic tool of the way again!" 

 

"I'll be stronger with this breakthrough!" Ye Chen controls all kinds of immortal tools with both hands to 

attack the soul dragon of heaven and earth. He doesn't care about the loss of immortal tools and war 

puppets! 

 

Just kill heaven and earth soul dragon! 

 

We must get some magic tools! 

 

It's even possible to get the five six seven grades of the Hedao artifact! 

 

At that time, even if all the war puppets and immortal utensils will be worth it! 

 

"Divine king's utensil arrangement!" 



 

"Hunyuan immortal utensil, prepare for the spirit!" 

 

"The tools and spirits of the combined Dao artifact are also ready to give a full blow!" 

 

Ye Chen's words in his mouth are to convey orders to those immortals! 

 

At the next moment, his left palm glowed with red light. The vast array of war puppets was like an army. 

Although there were only a few hundred, it gave people the feeling that thousands of troops were killed. 

Every puppet was full of boundless murderous spirit, just like a general of iron and blood! 
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"There are 150 puppets left in the kingdom of God!" 

 

"There are five hundred puppets left in the realm of God!" 

 

"So, let's go!" 

 

With the fall of the voice! 

 

More than 600 war puppets scorn everything and rush directly to the whole body of the soul dragon of 

heaven and earth! 

 

"No, no, no!" 

 

"How dare you..." 

 

"The elder of my soul hall must be -" 



 

the voice has not dropped, and then a burst of explosion comes out! 

 

A bloody cloud and mushroom rose in the sky, and 650 Shenwang state and Shenjing war puppets 

exploded together. The power was infinitely close to the full blow of the heavenly warrior in the Hedao 

realm. Among the countless blood fog and wind and sand, only a paralyzed dragon was seen on the 

ground, surrounded by dragon blood, which was almost a dragon blood lake! 

 

"Asshole!" 

 

"Asshole, if you dare, today is the end of your life." 

 

"I want you to never get out of this array..." The soul dragon of heaven and earth lay dying on the 

ground, but the skinned dragon's body glowed with green light. The huge dragon head said: "little 

bastard, here we are!" 

 

"Even if the dragon does not completely transform itself into a real dragon!" 

 

"I will use this power to kill you too!" 

 

The soul dragon of heaven and earth completely felt the sense of crisis. 

 

He has no choice but to kill Ye Chen. 

 

If ye Chen does not die, its master will never let it go! 

 

It does not hesitate to use the power of the master in his body! 

 

Maybe after the master comes, he will pity it and try his best to kill Ye Chen, so he will give him some 

strength to make him a real living creature! 

 



Whoa!! 

 

In the sky, a divine light column fell down and directly covered the heaven and earth soul dragon! 

 

The light column is like the power of a god falling down. It is extremely powerful. Even in the moment of 

landing, it will lift up everything around and directly cover the cracks with magma. It seems like a big 

palm cover is pressed down. No matter how strong and sharp the magma fountain is, it will be directly 

pressed down in an instant! 

 

Dong Dong Dong Dong! 

 

The ground vibrates violently! 

 

Obviously, it is easy to see that the pressed hundreds of magma vents lead to countless magma 

backflow, and the underground can't bear it any more, which causes the ground to float and tremble, 

and even crack. The moment of cracking is suppressed by that force again! 

 

The next moment! 

 

Underground explosion, part of the ground collapsed! 

 

But the underground magma was crushed and exploded, and even ye Chen, who was blown away, 

looked at this scene with a blank face. Ah, the ten thousand year soul dragon array, the magma under it 

is relying on the power of a flaming volcano with a diameter of 10000 Li! 

 

This volcano is not comparable to that of China! 

 

It can spray magma as high as 100000 degrees or even hundreds of thousands of degrees. The 

temperature is almost 100 times higher than that of the earth's magma. It can melt the magma of the 

body of the warrior of the golden body. It is actually crushed and exploded by this force! 

 

What power is this? 



 

No! 

 

What's the situation of the soul dragon of heaven and earth? 

 

Ye Chen takes a close look at it. The dragon's body, which was once bloody, has grown into the sky 

again. It is blue skin with dragon scales. The original short limbs actually grow and expand. It is majestic. 

A pair of green and red dragon wings are gradually derived from the back. It can cause violent wind and 

rainstorm when it is stirred gently! 

 

"This..." 

 

"Into a dragon?" 

 

"Kill!" Ye Chen doesn't give the heaven and earth soul dragon a chance. He directly controls more than 

100 immortal weapons and shoots them out. 

 

Bang bang bang!! 

 

Bang bang bang!! 

 

There seems to be a protective cover around the soul dragon of heaven and earth! 

 

More than a hundred soldiers and immortals nearby burst out and turned into pieces flying down the 

sky. However, the soul dragon of heaven and earth is still infused with this power. Vaguely, the eyes of 

the heaven and earth soul dragon turned blue, the top of the head produced dragon horns, and even 

internal organs were born in the body. 

 

Original! 

 

The soul dragon of heaven and earth is only the spirit of array! 



 

At best, it is a kind of half entity and half soul creature created by the combination of Taoist artifact and 

a trace of holy dragon blood. The reason why there is intelligence and wisdom to speak is that the 

original Hedao artifact has an instrument spirit, and the big array also has an instrument spirit. The 

combination of the two makes it produce spiritual intelligence!! 

 

But now, the soul dragon of heaven and earth is actually evolving towards a real dragon! 

 

"Disciple 

 

"Danger!" 

 

"Leave quickly!" 

 

Xiaoyao's face was cold, and he was no longer shaking his feather fan. He said calmly, "in the past years, 

I wandered in the land of Lingwu and saw the means of the soul hall! This is a way for a warrior at the 

top of the immortal to use his own power of space-time laws, his own power of Tao and the power of 

spirit to store it! " 

 

"Originally, it was the materialization of this soul dragon!" 

 

"As long as the spirit power and spirit power of the soul dragon are comparable to those of the human 

beings, they can use this power to materialize their body, turn them into a green dragon, become a true 

dragon family, and then step into the realm of creation.""And then become the companion real dragon 

of the immortal peak warrior!" 

 

"Now, it is forced to use this force. It is impossible to enter the realm of creation!" 

 

"But you can materialize the body, which is equivalent to that you are facing the ancient dragon clan, 

and it is not the descendant of the dragon family, which is the combination of dragon family and human 

beings, but the real dragon!" 

 

"Just run!" 



 

Real dragon! 

 

The real real dragon is not the dragon with materialized blood! 

 

It's been a long time since the spirit dragon existed in the mainland! 

 

At present, the three top forces in Lingwu mainland are the dragon family, the holy dragon family, and 

the Phoenix family. However, the three families are only the descendants of the real dragon, not the real 

dragon! 

 

Real dragon! 

 

It means the master of the ancient times, although the ancient times have declined! 

 

However, their blood is far more than that of human beings. The real dragon in the Hedao realm alone 

can even fight against the warriors of human creation! 

 

Now ye Chen is bound to be defeated! 

 

Escape! 

 

We must run away. We are not rivals at all. We can't fight hard! 

 

Ye Chen can only turn around and harden his head to start to pass through a dangerous area! 

 

Now even if it is really dangerous and will be injured, you have to run. If you don't run again, the real 

dragon will come to find itself after receiving the power transmission. At that time, unless the real hands 

of the three gods and masters can compete, or else it must be the real hands of the ice sword immortal 

to capture it! 

 



But there are only a few masters in the samsara cemetery! 

 

Although the mind is very strong, it can't be compared with the real body! 

 

So! 

 

Even if there are seven masters in the samsara cemetery! 

 

In the current strongest period, but also can not block this new born real dragon! 

 

Hoo Hoo Hoo!! 

 

Hoo Hoo Hoo Hoo! 

 

In the second array, the ground also spews out channels of magma, so that the river surface boils up, 

hot water forms a water column and rises to the sky! 
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Ye Chen inadvertently suffered a new water column impact, dun time was sprayed out of a hundred 

meters away, the body was boiling hot, the scars showed, almost baked, also ignored, directly rushed 

out! 

 

All of a sudden! 

 

Heaven and earth change, ye Chen's body is short and dull, and is imprisoned by the law of space! 

 



Then a blue light came and fell in front of Ye Chen. It was the heaven and earth soul dragon. The reborn 

heaven and earth soul dragon had a thousand feet of body. It was full of the arrogance of the world and 

the courage to kill all the enemies! 

 

"Ben long, let you go 

 

"Son of a bitch, have you done so much?" 

 

"Do you want to leave without fear?" The vision of the soul dragon of heaven and earth is ferocious 

again, and gradually turns to blood red. The voice is so loud that the river burst everywhere. "You have 

cut off the hope of being promoted to the realm of creation by this dragon!" 

 

"Because of you!" 

 

"The Dragon stops at the seven levels of heaven in the realm of the unity of Tao." 

 

"Although it can kill you a layer of human creation, but this dragon is not willing to do so. Since you can't 

escape, there are so many things and roads!" 

 

"I will give you to the master, which is to make atonement for the dragon's failure to take care of the ten 

thousand year soul dragon grass." 

 

In an instant, the heaven and earth soul dragon stretched out the incomparable huge dragon claw and 

directly grasped Ye Chen! 

 

A strong binding force let Ye Chen have no right to resist. 

 

Even, ye Chen feels that there are mountains on top of his head! 

 

It's hard to say! 

 



Ye Chen wants to use five roads to resist! But found that the power of the road can not sacrifice! 

 

If we go on like this, we will die! 

 

"Son of a bitch!" 

 

"Before offering you to your master, Ben long should explore your abilities first." 

 

"If you destroy my way to become a dragon master, my dragon will empty you of everything, including 

your skills, details and weapons. No matter who comes here, you will not be able to jump off your skin 

and cramp today, and search for the suffering of spirits and spirits!" 

 

"Damn it!" Ye Chen feels more and more pressure from his whole body. If he goes on like this, his body 

may burst out of thin air! 

 

He tried to use his whole body power, even accepted the power of the seven masters, trying to break 

away, but it was still difficult to move! 

 

"Boy, have you ever felt despair?" Heaven and earth soul dragon looks at Ye Chen can't get rid of the 

appearance, showed a cold smile. 

 

Of course it was hurt! But the end is still in accordance with its heart to go! 

 

A humble mole ant, even dare to shake the dragon! 

 

It's ridiculous! 

 

"Boy, before you die, let you say one last word, OK?" 

 

At this moment, the heaven and earth soul dragon seems to control everything! 



 

In its eyes, it is the master of this array after all! 

 

Ants will be crushed in the end! 

 

Ye Chen is constantly feeling the pressure from his whole body. His cold eyes stare at the ferocious soul 

dragon of heaven and earth. 

 

Suddenly, he pulled out a hand! 

 

Heaven and earth soul longan eyes instant doubt, just want to say what, ye Chen four fingers close! 

 

The only middle finger is up! 

 

Cold voice is slowly sounded: "soul hall, my Ye Chen will one day personally step out!" 

 

Ignore! 

 

Naked and naked! 

 

The heaven and earth soul dragon was completely angry, and the Dragon chanted: "little beast, since 

you don't want to live. This dragon will let you feel what pain is 

 

At this moment, the power of soul dragon suddenly broke out! 

 

Endless killing intention seems to devour Ye Chen! 

 

However, at the next moment, ye Chen's whole body was filled with bursts of red light! 

 



Then, a startling dragon chant rang through! 

 

"Move my master 

 

"You are looking for death!" 

 

As soon as the voice fell, a blood light burst into the sky, accompanied by the sound of a thundering 

dragon chanting. Its momentum was even more powerful and domineering than the new born real 

dragon of the heaven and earth soul dragon, as if it were a magic dragon from the nine hell abyss! 

 

The blood light from ye Chen's chest lies on the river surface of Xuanhe River in Heishui, condensing into 

a thousand Zhang blood dragon! 

 

It's blood dragon shadow! 

 

Blood dragon! 

 

With a huge body, the blood dragon is covered with blood scales, and its tail is like the great wall of 

steel. It sweeps across the lake and directly kills thousands of cannibal black fish! 

 

Black water Xuan River, extremely huge! 

 

Among them, the number of piranha, no one knows! 

 

However, ye Chen didn't really kill them. Only about 90% of them were killed. The other 10% of the 

piranha were hiding in the bottom of the water, which could be swept away by the dragon tail of the 

blood dragon. Even if the black fish hiding under 10000 meters, their bodies would burst out! 

 

After a while! 

 

the river was flooded with blood, but no one of the cannibal black fish asked about the bloody smell! 



 

The blood dragon stands on the river. It is extremely domineering. With a wave of its claw, it directly 

breaks the claws of the soul dragon of heaven and earth. It catches Ye Chen and puts it on the edge of 

its own dragon horn. No matter how strong it is, it is also ye Chen's favorite. The master should be on 

the top of the dragon's horn!"Blood dragon!" 

 

"What a strong breath!" 

 

"It's comparable to the harmony of Taoism, but how can it be so powerful?" 

 

Ye Chen looks at the blood dragon at his feet. Although he looks at the size of the blood dragon which is 

bigger than that of the heaven and earth soul dragon, the real spirit power and spirit power are not as 

good as those of the heaven and earth soul dragon. It is just like the situation of the heaven and earth 

soul dragon just now. It is half entity and half virtual. However, the blood dragon is not made by the 

combination of Taoist artifact. Instead, it is the real dragon who wakes up and has been silent for 

hundreds of thousands of years New awakening! 

 

As for the existence of canonization, the title of true God, and even of sanctification! 

 

As long as the main road is not defeated, even if the body is broken, it will recover with the changes of 

the heaven and earth several hundred thousand years ago, and climb the peak again. The blood dragon 

is like this, but it has followed Ye Chen in the weak age! 

 

With Ye Chen's strength, he came to the land of Lingwu, and the blood dragon also recovered some of 

his own strength! 

 

"What a strong dragon power!" 

 

"What kind of dragon are you? Why does benlong think your blood is stronger? " 

 

The heaven and earth soul dragon gazed at the blood dragon. His body was shaking, and the broken 

claws healed. 

 



In contrast, its body is far less than the blood dragon, the dragon scale and skin color are not the highest 

golden, or blood color, but the mid stream cyan, similar to the Chinese green dragon! 

 

"How dare you ask my name 

 

"You don't deserve to be a dragon!" 

 

The blood dragon held his hand firmly, and the huge claw was just like a claw flying out of the divine 

peak. The absolute power of the domineering blood was revealed. He directly grasped the two claws of 

the soul dragon of heaven and earth. With a pinch, he directly crushed and exploded the claws, and 

imprisoned them! 

 

The realm and spiritual power of the blood dragon are not as good as the soul dragon of heaven and 

earth! 

 

But the blood of the blood dragon is the blood of the supreme blood demon Dragon God, and even he is 

the blood demon Dragon God. The power of the blood vein is much stronger than the first-class and 

second-class blood of the holy dragon family! 

 

Ye luo'er of emperor Zun's realm has broken out into second-class blood and turned into the shadow of 

holy dragon. All of them can kill dozens of martial artists in Hunyuan! 

 

What's more, it's the blood dragon that revived from the ancient blood demon Dragon God. Its blood 

power suppresses the heaven and earth soul dragon which is several small levels higher than it! 

 


